ABSTRACT: Elevated levels of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) and prostaglandin E 2 (PGE 2 ) are indicators of a poor prognosis in breast cancer. Using several independent publicly available breast cancer gene expression databases, we investigated other members of the PGE 2 pathway. PGE 2 is produced by COX-2 and actively exported by multiple drug resistance-associated protein 4 (MRP4) into the extracellular microenvironment, where PGE 2 can bind four cognate EP receptors (EP1-EP4) and initiate diverse biological signaling pathways. Alternatively, PGE 2 is imported via the prostaglandin transporter (PGT) and metabolized by 15-prostaglandin dehydrogenase (15-PGDH/HPGD). We made the novel observation that MRP4, PGT, and 15-PGDH are differentially expressed among distinct breast cancer molecular subtypes; this finding was confirmed in independent datasets. In triple-negative breast cancer, the observed gene expression pattern (high COX-2, high MRP4, low PGT, and low 15-PGDH) would favor high levels of tumor-promoting PGE 2 in the tumor microenvironment that may contribute to the overall poor prognosis of triple-negative breast cancer.
Introduction
Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease classified into subtypes based on histopathologic (protein) or gene expression profiles, which guide treatment decisions. Breast cancers are defined histologically by estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), and human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER2) expression. More recently, gene expression profiling has been used to classify breast cancer into distinct subtypes. Each of these subtypes, defined at the protein or mRNA expression level, exhibits different biological behavior and is associated with different outcomes.
Similar to other epithelial-derived tumors, elevated levels of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) protein have been detected in aggressive breast cancer. COX-2 and its inflammatory mediator, prostaglandin E 2 (PGE 2 ), are well-established predictors of poor prognosis in these solid tumors.
1-3 Inhibition of COX-2 for other indications has shown some tumorpreventative effect; however, the risk of cardiovascular toxicity limits the pursuit of COX-2 inhibition as a chemopreventative regimen. Therefore, elucidating the role of other components involved in the regulation of PGE 2 could reveal new therapeutic targets.
The cyclooxygenase enzymes (COX-1 and COX-2 encoded by PTGS1 and PTGS2, respectively) catalyze the rate-limiting step in the metabolism of arachidonic acid, resulting in the formation of prostaglandins. 3 Normal, homeostatic levels of prostaglandins are maintained by the constitutive expression and activity of COX-1 in many epithelial tissues. COX-2 expression is normally induced by inflammatory stimuli, but aberrant expression of COX-2 is often found in epithelial malignancies, including breast cancer. [1] [2] [3] PGE 2 is the major prostaglandin found in the epithelial tumor microenvironment. 3 Extracellular PGE 2 binds four cognate EP receptors (EP1-EP4) and initiates multiple intracellular signaling pathways. 4 Downstream effects of EP receptor signaling include many of the hallmarks of cancer: increased angiogenesis, antiapoptosis, proliferation, migration, invasion, immune evasion, epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), and support of a cancer stem-like cell phenotype. 3, 5 Elevated EP2 and EP4 expression and/or activation is observed in breast, colon, lung, pancreas, and prostate cancers. 3, [6] [7] [8] Multiple drug resistance-associated protein 4 (MRP4/ ABCC4) is the fourth member of the C subfamily of ATPbinding cassette (ABC) proteins. 9 MRP4 exports a wide range of exogenous compounds, including antiretroviral compounds, anti-HIV compounds, camptothecins, methotrexate, and ceftins. 10 MRP4 has been identified as the main efflux transporter of PGE 2 , but whether this function is important to malignant behavior has not been fully elucidated. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] PGE 2 is imported into cells via the prostaglandin transporter (PGT) and subsequently oxidized by the NAD + -dependent 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase (15-PGDH). Effective internalization and oxidation of PGE 2 are required for efficient inactivation of PGE 2 and attenuation of signaling. 15 15-Hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase (15-PGDH) is a tumor suppressor in breast, colon, liver, lung, and pancreas since decreased expression of this enzyme is associated with increased tumorigenesis. 16 The PAM50 array is a gene expression profiling array used to classify breast cancers into distinct molecular subtypes. Expression of 50 genes is evaluated in order to predict patient outcome and guide treatment decisions. 17 The subtypes of breast cancer identified by gene expression profiling are luminal A, luminal B, HER2-enriched, normal-like, and basal-like. 18, 19 Luminal A and luminal B include tumors that express ER and PR, luminal B tumors being distinguished by the expression of genes associated with high cell proliferation. HER2-enriched tumors express high levels of HER2 and genes associated with uncontrolled HER2-mediated signaling. Normal-like tumors do not express ER, PR, or HER2 and also lack the expression of genes associated with high cell proliferation. Basal-like tumors usually do not express ER, PR, or HER2, but do express high levels of cell proliferation genes. Breast cancer subtypes determined from gene expression more accurately predict patterns of metastatic spread and survival after relapse than protein-based classifications. 20 Although the roles of COX-1/COX-2 and 15-PGDH are established in breast cancer, the linkage to individual molecular subtypes is less well defined. Even less is known regarding the role of MRP4 and PGT in breast cancer. We tested the hypothesis that increased MRP4 and decreased PGT would be observed in more aggressive tumor phenotypes, ie, basallike, HER2-enriched, and triple-negative breast cancers (TNBCs). We used publicly available datasets to determine the expression of COX-2 pathway members in breast cancer and determine if these are linked to different molecular subtypes with diverse biologies and clinical outcomes.
Methods
TCGA. The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) is a collection of extensive datasets collected from largescale genome sequencing efforts. Two breast cancer gene expression datasets from TCGA were examined using the University of California Santa Cruz Cancer Genome Browser (https://genome-cancer.ucsc.edu/). 21 Illumina HiSeq (n = 1206) and Agilent G4502A_07_3 (n = 597) datasets were evaluated for expression of ABCC4 (MRP4), SLCO2A1 (PGT), HPGD (15-PGDH), PTGS2 (COX-2), PTGS1 (COX-1), PTGER4 (EP4), and PTGER2 (EP2). Patient and tumor characteristics from the breast cancer Illumina HiSeq gene expression dataset are summarized in Table 1 . 
Results
We sought to investigate the expression of PGE 2 pathway members beyond COX-2, not yet described in breast cancer, and determine if expression patterns differ in breast cancer subtypes with different biologies. We examined a large database, TCGA, which contains a collection of extensive datasets generated from next-generation sequencing of a wide range of tumor types. Two independent datasets of gene expression in breast cancer (TCGA breast invasive carcinoma generated from gene expression microarray or RNAseq [AgilentG4502A_07_3 and IlluminaHiSeq, respectively]) were examined using the UCSC Cancer Genome Browser. The clinical characteristics of tissue donors are summarized in Table 1 .
The gene expression data in TCGA datasets available to investigators have been previously transformed by the generators of the data. As such, these data were mean-centered in order to more easily visualize the differences in gene expression. The mean expression value of a gene has been subtracted from each individual sample's gene expression value so that gene expression values less than the mean value are classified as negative and gene expression values higher than the mean are classified as positive. In order to interpret these data-rich figures, Figure 1 shows an enlarged version of the heat map for ABCC4 expression including detailed labels for the color scales representing breast cancer subtype determined by the gene expression-based PAM50 array, ER, PR, and HER2/ErbB2 This dataset comprises 1087 primary tumor samples, 112 normal mammary tissue samples, and 7 metastatic tissue samples. The normal mammary tissue samples and metastatic tissue samples are from women with primary tumor samples in the dataset. The median age at diagnosis was 58 years with a range of 26-90 years. Approximately 20% of the tumor samples were from premenopausal women, 4% were from perimenopausal women, 65% were from postmenopausal women, and 11% were from women whose menopausal status was not determined or not available. The distribution of patient race and ethnicity reflects the general patterns of breast cancer in the U.S. The most frequent tumor stage was stage II (40.6%) and the most frequent lymph node status was N0 (node negative; 47.1%). Nearly equivalent percentages of stage I (12.2%) and stage III (15.5%) tumors were included in this dataset, and approximately 2% of the staged tumors were stage IV. We grouped all lymph node-positive tumors (n = 551), which were similar to the number of lymph node-negative tumors (n = 512). These values are within the expected distribution of women with breast cancer. Oncomine. Oncomine (www.oncomine.org) is a platform with the capability to analyze gene expression data generated from mRNA profiling arrays with respect to clinical parameters. The Farmer Breast dataset includes 6 apocrine, 16 basal, and 27 luminal breast carcinomas, which allows for the comparison of gene expression between molecular subtypes of breast cancer. 23 The Karnoub Breast dataset compares gene expression between seven normal mammary stroma receptor status, and the sample tissue type. Each clinical sample is represented horizontally across the six multicolored columns. The first column shows the relative expression of the indicated gene, ABCC4 in this example, where red represents high gene expression (higher than the mean value for the dataset) and blue represents low gene expression. White indicates gene expression near the mean that was normalized to zero. The second column indicates the PAM50 breast cancer subtype of the sample determined by the TCGA network.
19 PAM50 is a gene expression array used to classify breast cancer into five distinct subtypes. Dark blue represents luminal A subtype tumors, light blue represents luminal B subtype tumors, orange represents HER2-enriched tumors, peach represents basal-like tumors, and green represents normal-like tumors.
The next three columns represent protein expression data for ER, PR, and HER2 receptor, the three main molecular targets exploited therapeutically in breast cancer. Herein, orange indicates positive protein expression for a receptor, while dark blue indicates negative receptor status. Gray areas in the PAM50 subtype or receptor expression columns indicate that the data were not available (N/A) for that sample. Not surprisingly, most of the tumor samples in the luminal A and B groups (PAM50 mRNA expression subtypes) are also classified as having positive (orange) ER and PR protein expression. Also, most of the HER2-enriched tumors (PAM50 mRNA expression subtype) are positive for HER2 receptor protein (orange bands in the HER2 receptor column). The rightmost column indicates what tissue the sample was from, normal tissue (pink) or malignant tissue (dark blue).
We examined the expression of seven genes (ABCC4, SLCO2A1, HPGD, PTGS2, PTGS1, PTGER4, and PTGER2); heat maps of gene expression versus breast cancer subtype and receptor expression are shown (Fig. 2) . We found very consistent expression patterns when comparing independent datasets generated via the Illumina HiSeq platform (Fig. 2) versus the Agilent platform (data not shown).
Elevated expression of ABCC4/MRP4 could lead to elevated PGE 2 in the tumor microenvironment and could be a contributing factor to the aggressive nature of these malignancies. We observed elevated ABCC4 expression in TNBC and basal-like as well as in HER2-enriched tumors (molecular subtypes as defined by protein or mRNA expression) ( Fig. 2A , solid boxes) compared with normal tissue, luminal A or B, or ER+/PR+ tumors (dotted boxes). SLCO2A1/PGT is responsible for the import of PGE 2 from the tumor microenvironment as the first step in PGE 2 metabolism. We observed increased SLCO2A1 expression in normal tissue and tumors classified as HER2-enriched or luminal A (Fig. 2B, solid boxes) ; comparatively, tumors classified as luminal B or basal had decreased SLCO2A1 expression (dotted boxes).
Following import via PGT, PGE 2 is metabolized by 15-PGDH, which terminates PGE 2 -mediated actions on the cell. HPGD gene expression is high in normal breast tissue (Fig. 2C, solid box) , intermediate in luminal A and B tumors (dashed box), and low in basal and HER2-enriched samples (dotted box). These observations are consistent with 15-PGDH being classified as a tumor-suppressor gene in multiple tumor types, including breast. 16 As rate-limiting enzymes of PGE 2 synthesis, expression of COX-1 and COX-2 has been extensively studied in epithelial malignancies. COX-1 protein expression generally remains consistent from normal to malignant tissue, but COX-2 protein expression increases in aggressive tumors. 1, 2, 26 We examined the expression of PTGS1 and PTGS2, encoding COX-1 and COX-2, in these datasets. We observed elevated PTGS2 expression in normal breast tissue and basal subtype tumors (Fig. 2D, solid boxes) . Luminal A, luminal B, PTGS1 expression does not vary over a wide range. We now observe that PTGS1 is highest in luminal A tumors and in samples that express both ER and PR (Fig. 2E, solid  box) . Normal breast tissue samples have moderate expression of PTGS1 (dashed box), whereas the three other breast cancer subtypes (luminal B, basal, and HER2-enriched) have moderate-to-low expression of PTGS1 (dotted box). Overall, PTGS1 is detected in all breast cancer subtypes.
The COX-2 product, PGE 2 , mediates cell signaling through four G-protein coupled receptors (EP1-EP4). EP2 and EP4 have been implicated in malignant behavior.
4 PGE 2 -mediated signaling through both EP2 and EP4 receptors regulates gene expression through activation of adenylyl cyclase and production of cAMP; however, migration and support of the breast cancer stem-like phenotype are more strongly associated with EP4 signaling. 5, 8 We examined the expressions of EP4 and EP2 mRNA (PTGER4 and PTGER2, respectively). We observed elevated PTGER4 expression in normal breast tissue samples compared with malignant breast samples (Fig. 2F, solid box) . Of the tumor samples, basal and HER2-enriched tumors (dashed box) showed higher PTGER4 expression than the luminal subtype tumors (dotted box). These data support our previous findings that EP4 could be a therapeutic target in more aggressive breast cancer subtypes. PTGER2 is more highly expressed in normal breast tissue compared with malignant breast tissue. There seems to be no relationship between breast cancer subtype and PTGER2 expression (Fig. 2G) .
Comparing the same region of multiple panels allowed us to qualitatively identify the differences in gene expression among specific subtypes of cancer. To this point, our data suggested that TNBC is distinct from the other subtypes with respect to COX-2 pathway expression. These trends between breast cancer subtypes and PGE 2 pathway member gene expression patterns warranted a deeper analysis into TCGA data. The Illumina HiSeq dataset was downloaded using the UCSC Cancer Genome Browser and analyzed. TNBC samples (n = 123) were compared with all other primary tumor samples (n = 964) across the five PGE 2 pathway genes. Expression of PTGS2 (COX-2) and ABCC4 (MRP4) mRNA was significantly higher (P  0.0001) in the TNBC samples compared with all other primary tumors (Fig. 3) . Conversely, HPGD (15-PGDH, P = 0.0007) and SLCO2A1 (PGT, P = 0.0002) were significantly decreased in the TNBC samples compared with other primary tumor samples. PTGER4 (EP4) mRNA expression was similar in all groups. Taken together, this pattern of gene expression should lead to more PGE 2 synthesis and export to the tumor microenvironment and less import and degradation in the setting of TNBC. These results illustrate fundamental differences between TNBC and other types of breast cancer. Given these patterns, we would expect that PGE 2 levels in TNBC tumors would be elevated due to the increased production and export and decreased metabolism of PGE 2 .
There were 810 patients with complete records available to estimate OS; 93 patients (11.5%) were confirmed dead at the time of data entry. OS was defined as the time from initial diagnosis to death from any cause, censored at the date of last contact. RFS was estimated using 792 cases. RFS was defined as the time from initial diagnosis to disease recurrence. Patients without recurrence were censored at the date of last contact, given that the patient was still disease-free. High HPGD (15-PGDH) expression was found to be an independent predictor of a better outcome, longer OS (hazard ratio = 0.89, P = 0.01). A gene-dosage effect was observed where maximum observed expression of HPGD was correlated with higher OS probability; minimum observed expression of HPGD was correlated with lower survival probability by Cox regression model (Fig. 4, left) . This was the only gene to show a strong association with OS. RFS was estimated and compared between the following two categories of patients, namely, new tumor and otherwise, as indicators of disease progression. Elevated HPGD expression was strongly associated with prolonged RFS (hazard ratio = 0.89, P = 0.02). Likewise, following Cox regression, a gene-dosage effect was observed between high expression of HPGD and higher chance of RFS (Fig. 4, right) . These associations were highly significant and consistent with the classification of HPGD/15-PGDH as a tumor suppressor. 16, 28 In order to investigate if these five PGE 2 pathway genes are associated with one another in their expression, we performed pairwise correlation analyses. We found no strong correlation between the pairs of PGE 2 pathway genes in primary tumors as the resulting Pearson's correlation coefficients ranged from 0.114 to 0.460 (data not shown). Other parameters compared to PGE 2 pathway gene expression included cancer stage, lymph node status, and racial background. Breast cancer stage was also not strongly associated with expression of any particular PGE 2 pathway gene and not pursued further. Of the five PGE 2 pathway genes investigated, only PTGS2 and SLCO2A1 were significantly different between lymph node-negative and lymph node-positive tumors. While these changes were significant, we did not identify strong biological associations between lymph node status and gene expression to pursue further. There is a racial disparity in breast cancers that develop in African-American (black/AA) women compared with white women. 29 Of the five COX-2 pathway genes examined in primary tumor samples from black/AA and white women, we found no strong associations between the expression of any gene and a particular racial background.
To confirm our conclusion derived from the TCGA dataset and to obtain some information regarding stromal expression of COX-2 pathway genes, we examined the expression of the same COX-2 pathway genes in three additional small breast cancer datasets. Three breast cancer subtypes (apocrine, luminal, and basal) were used to classify the samples of the Farmer Breast dataset. 23 Gene expression in breast cancer-associated stroma compared with healthy mammary stroma was evaluated using the Karnoub Breast dataset. 24 The 14 breast cancer samples in the Schuetz Breast 2 dataset are divided between DCIS and IDC classifications. 25 The distinction between DCIS and IDC is clinically relevant as IDC can progress rapidly while DCIS is a localized (stage 0) disease. Gene expression is reported as log2 median-centered intensity; the median expression signal from the entire gene array was subtracted from each gene and the resulting signal intensity was log2 transformed. A negative value for gene expression indicates that the gene is expressed, but at a level lower than the median of all genes on the microarray. Since each microarray is normalized independently, comparisons of the gene expression values between datasets are not valid. The distribution of gene expression values between categories within the same dataset was analyzed and described for each gene studied.
We observed that expression of ABCC4/MRP4 is elevated more frequently in basal breast tumors (median = 0.576) than in apocrine (median = -0.404) or luminal (median = -0.185) tumors (Fig. 5A) , consistent with the pattern observed in the TCGA dataset. When gene expression in mammary stroma was examined, we observed that ABCC4 expression was elevated in breast cancer-associated stroma (median = 0.278) compared to normal mammary tissue (median = -0.471; Fig. 5B ). The majority (13/15) of normal stromal tissue samples had ABCC4 expression less than zero, while six of the seven IDC samples had ABCC4 expression greater than zero. We observed a similar trend in the expression of ABCC4 in IDC tumor samples compared with DCIS samples (Fig. 5C ). ABCC4 expression is elevated more frequently in IDC tumors (median = 0.789) than in DCIS tumors (median = -0.154). All the examined IDC tumor samples had expression of ABCC4 greater than zero, while the expression of ABCC4 from only two of the seven DCIS samples was greater than zero, and the maximum expression level was not as high as that seen in the IDC samples.
PGT is responsible for the import of PGE 2 from the tumor microenvironment as the first step in PGE 2 metabolism. We observed little variation in the expression of this gene among subcategories of breast cancer. Basal breast cancer had a slightly higher maximum gene expression value compared to apocrine or luminal breast cancer, but overall, the pattern of expression was similar in apocrine, basal, and luminal subtypes (Fig. 5D ). There were more basal breast cancer samples with SLCO2A1 expression around the maximum value compared to luminal samples. SLCO2A1 expression values in the stroma were greater than zero, and there was a slight increase in the median expression of SLCO2A1 in IDC-associated stroma (1.86) compared to normal stroma (0.927; Fig. 5E ). We also observed a modest increase in median SLCO2A1 expression when we compared IDC (1.477) versus DCIS (1.10; Fig. 5F ).
15-Prostaglandin dehydrogenase (15-PGDH/HPGD) metabolizes intracellular PGE 2 so that this ligand is unable to bind EP receptors, which results in suppression of PGE 2 signaling. When we examined three datasets for HPGD/15-PGDH expression, we observed that HPGD expression was detected in all samples, and gene expression values were generally below zero (Fig. 5G-I ). This indicates that HPGD expression was less than the median expression of all genes on reduces breast cancer incidence. 30, 31 In the cancer treatment setting, both NSAIDs and coxibs have shown some efficacy; however, chronic use of NSAIDs can lead to gastrointestinal bleeding, and prolonged use of coxibs has resulted in cardiotoxic secondary effects. 32 While the COX enzymes are responsible for the rate-limiting step in PGE 2 synthesis, other members of the PGE 2 pathway are important to consider as they may also play a role in determining the overall level of PGE 2 in a tumor. Using publicly available gene expression datasets, we have now shown that members of the PGE 2 pathway are differentially expressed among the different molecular subtypes of breast cancer. The most aggressive breast cancer subtypes (basal-like, HER2-enriched, and TNBC) have gene expression profiles that would favor accumulation of PGE 2 in the tumor microenvironment. Gene expression changes include elevated expression of ABCC4/MRP4, which would increase the export of PGE 2 from cells, decreased expression of SLCO2A1/PGT, leading to reduced clearance of PGE 2 from the microenvironment, and lowered expression of HPGD/15-PGDH, which would decrease the overall metabolism of PGE 2 in the tumor.
Although discovered for its role in conferring resistance to chemotherapy, elevated expression of MRP4 has C, F, I ) expressions of aBCC4, slCO2a1, and hPGd, respectively, in schuetz Breast 2 dataset. Gene expression is represented as log2 median-centered intensity and each bar represents one sample. apocrine (ap), Basal (Ba), luminal (lu), invasive ductal carcinoma (idC), and ductal carcinoma in situ (dCis).
the microarray. HPGD expression between DCIS and IDC samples was very similar (Fig. 5I) .
Expressions of PTGS2 (COX-2), PTGS1 (COX-1), and PTGER4 (EP4) were also evaluated in these three datasets; however, differences between the small groups were not strong enough to draw conclusions (data not shown).
Overall, data obtained from three, smaller, independent datasets show how distinct clinical subtypes of breast cancer can exhibit different expression patterns of several members of the COX-2/PGE 2 pathway. Even in these small datasets, we observed elevated expression of ABCC4/MRP4 in breast cancer samples with the worst prognoses (basal and IDC). These findings support the trends observed in the TCGA analyses.
Discussion
Expression of COX-2 and production of PGE 2 are two indicators of poor prognosis in breast cancer. COX-1 and COX-2 enzymes are inhibited by nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs, eg, aspirin, ibuprofen, and indomethacin), while COX-2 is inhibited by the coxib family of molecules (celecoxib, rofecoxib, and valdecoxib), with much higher affinity for COX-2 than COX-1. 3 There is epidemiologic evidence that long-term use of NSAIDs for other indications modestly been detected in drug-naïve tumors, including neuroblastoma, prostate cancer, pancreatic cancer, and acute myeloid leukemia. [33] [34] [35] We report here that ABCC4/MRP4 mRNA is expressed in breast cancer and is strongly associated with aggressive breast cancer subtypes with the worst prognoses. The strong correlation between ABCC4 expression and aggressive breast cancer supports our central hypothesis that elevated MRP4 expression is correlated with aggressiveness in breast cancer, particularly in basal-like and HER2-enriched molecular subtypes. Transcription of ABCC4 is regulated by several signaling pathways, including the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), glucocorticoid receptor (GR), nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2), peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha (PPARα), and the N-myc oncogene. [36] [37] [38] Micro-RNAs (miRNAs), miR-124a and miR-506, suppress MRP4 protein translation in a tissuespecific manner.
39 MRP4 expression is also regulated by alternative splicing and nonsense-mediated decay of a truncated mRNA transcript. 40 The inverse relationship between PGT (PGE 2 import) and MRP4 (PGE 2 export) was first reported by Holla et al who recognized the net effect of these proteins on the regulation of PGE 2 levels in colorectal cancer. 13 In the majority of colorectal tumor samples examined, they found elevated MRP4 expression and reduced PGT expression compared with adjacent healthy tissue. We found high expression of SLCO2A1/PGT mRNA in normal breast tissue and in luminal A and HER2-enriched breast cancers; expression of SLCO2A1 was lower in luminal B and basal-like breast cancers. Lower expression of SLCO2A1/PGT would decrease the amount of PGE 2 imported for metabolism, and therefore, the remaining PGE 2 could sustain signaling through EP receptors on the cell surface.
HPGD/15-PGDH is a tumor suppressor gene in breast and other epithelial-derived cancers. Expression of 15-PGDH is necessary for metabolism and inactivation of PGE 2 in order to fully suppress PGE 2 -mediated signaling even when COX-2 is inhibited. 41 We found that HPGD/15-PGDH mRNA expression was decreased in breast cancer compared with healthy breast tissue and that HPGD expression was lower in breast cancers of the most aggressive subtypes (basal-like and HER2-enriched). Expression of HPGD was also suppressed in the majority of TNBCs compared with other breast cancers. High HPGD expression was associated with improved OS and RFS. These data are consistent with a tumor-suppressor role for HPGD reported by others. 16, 28 The rate-limiting step of PGE 2 synthesis is dependent on COX-1/PTGS1 or COX-2/PTGS2, and hence the expression of these genes was also examined. PTGS1 expression did not show any striking associations with the breast cancer subtypes. PTGS2 gene expression was elevated in TNBC compared with luminal A, luminal B, or Her2-enriched subtypes. PTGS2 was also elevated in normal breast tissue. This latter finding was unexpected since there are abundant reports of elevated COX-2 protein in tumors relative to adjacent normal tissue. 1, 3 This inconsistency could be due to a complex relationship between PTGS2 mRNA and COX-2 protein. PTGS2 is an immediate-early gene with a short mRNA half-life; hence, the mRNA expression level could be less stable than the protein expression level. 42 Specifically in TNBC, the regulation of PTGS2 gene expression has not been fully elucidated.
EP2 and EP4 have been implicated in malignant behavior in multiple tumor types. [4] [5] [6] PTGER4 appeared to be more closely associated with aggressive breast cancer subtypes.
Protein or lipid profiles are not available for the samples included in these datasets; however, preliminary gene and protein expression data from breast cancer cell lines is in accord with the major trends seen across the large datasets (data not shown). Luminal breast cancer cell lines express lower ABCC4/MRP4 while expressing higher SLCO2A1/PGT and HPGD/15-PGDH compared with basal-like and TNBC cell lines. PTGS2/COX-2 has been detected in most of these cell lines. 43 Taken together, these data support our central hypothesis that the COX-2 pathway contributes to malignant behavior. Extensive literature supports a central role for COX-2 in breast and other malignancies. 1, 6 Our current data support the hypothesis that other components, particularly high MRP4 and low 15-PGDH, may also contribute to a high PGE 2 environment, particularly in basal-like and TNBC breast cancers. Further investigation into the function of each of these genes and their interactions is warranted as some of the gene expression profiles shown here suggest higher PGE 2 accumulation in aggressive tumor subtypes with the worst prognoses.
